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About This Game

He's Got a Story!
Rubber Ducky is a quiet individual who has had the fortune of finding a Rainbow Gun during a rainstorm of colored weaponry.
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rubber ducky and the rainbow gun

This game is really good the weapons are fun and colorful the writing is funny and its pretty tough because to get to the end you
need to get a bunch of levels perfectly done wich is really hard and challenging. and the music is just fantastic i love the
soundtrack the story is also suprisingly good and narrated by the developer. worth every euro/dollar if you are bored pick it up..
Short and sweet. Well worth every dollar. Or cent perhaps is better in this case. It follows the story of you, a Rubber Duck, and
a troll developer "helping" you through your journey. 10/10 would press Escape earlier. If you need more convincing, just check
out my gameplay of it. The game is super fun.. 10/10 Come check out my video:. Really great game, I would reccomend to
anyone, espicially at a price so low Edit:Still holds up. best game ever 10/10. the game is short and fun and kinda addicting just
wish i could get the secret on the space level oh well. In Rubber Ducky, you play as Rubber Ducky. Watch out for the spikey
squares, they ed my wife. But no seriously, the game's pretty fun, pretty tough, and it made my finger fall off.. For the most
part, I bought because I wanted to support the developer. It's honestly not a bad game, its got the right idea for an action
platformer and very creative, but its not necessarily an open market what with the loosely childish feel, I enjoyed it though. I'd
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highly recommend, if you're looking for a light hearted time. Albeit, some parts do get challenging.
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